About Carlo Fischione

• Who are you at EECS, what are your roles?
  • Full Professor of Wireless Internet of Things
  • Director of the KTH-Ericsson Micro Degree Program on Data Science
  • Studierektor for NSE Division

• How did you get to KTH, how long have you been here?
  • 2008: I received a starting grant of the Swedish Research Council

• A short reflection on your KTH time
  • “KTH” has an organization that is significantly different from top universities in Europe or USA
  • Nevertheless, I have had a good professional growth, sadly as reaction to ZERO career guidance and support

• Anything particular/standing out?
  • Both the European Research Council and Swedish Research Council agree on my excellent academic CV
Contribution to EECS Faculty Board

• What do you feel you bring to the Faculty Board? Why should your colleagues vote for you?
  • A humble and listening person, always respecting different perspectives and aiming at the maximum common denominator
  • An international experience at top academic institutions

• What group of your colleagues/interests do you feel you would mostly represent in the Board?
  • Coleagues who think that research excellency come first
  • Coleagues who think that “tenure in KTH” should mean what it means in English

• What do you intend to achieve?
  • To promote a more collegial/peer-democratic decision making system
  • To reduce the disconnection between faculty and administration
  • To introduce a more responsible culture